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New Barrels
BMS offers new barrels for virtually every injection and extrusion machine
manufactured.  An unmatched print library allows us to quickly identify and
manufacture the barrel that you need.
Selecting the correct sleeving material is not always that easy.  Different
plastic resins require different sleeving materials.  Difficult to process resins
and varying screw types may require special barrel design considerations.
BMS provides complete service and customer support before and after the
barrel is installed. Our many years of experience can help you anticipate and
possibly prevent problems before they occur. The injection molding or
extrusion process is a sensitive, balanced system, and each system
component, such as the barrel, contributes a critical function. You can rely
on BMS for service, information and the technical support necessary to
ensure that our barrels deliver the performance you expect.  Since BMS
offers all of the components for a complete injection unit, we have experts
on hand that can also solve your screw, screw tip and endcap problems.

How BMS can help:

1. Barrel Sleeving Material: We can recommend the most effective
barrel sleeving material for the types of resins you are processing.
We can also cross-reference our competitors sleeving designations to
our own superior products.

2. Individualized Order Handling: We schedule the production of the
barrel to meet your deadlines. We will do our best to accommodate
your special delivery needs. Our standard deliveries are the best in the
industry.

3. Service Follow-Up:  We provide expert support and assistance before,
during and after installation of your barrel.  When you have questions
or problems related to the barrel or other parts of your injection unit,
feel free to contact us.

Allow BMS to quote your next Injection or Extrusion Barrel


